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From the GM 
There is lots of activity at the mountain these days.  The construction projects are moving along nicely 
and MRG staff is working on all sorts of summer tasks.  We continue to research and monitor the 
Covid-19 issues and hope that we get more clarity on what this winter could look like as the summer 
rolls on.  It has been interesting to see what other operators are doing around the country and world.  
Our goal is to settle on policies round passes by early August and any operational policies closer to 
the season.  We will be deciding what our fall operating schedule will be at the end of July when we 
get a sense of where the projects will be.  This will include how we hold Green and Gold.  The 
mountain is in great shape and we have lots of hikers taking advantage of the good weather.  I hope 
everyone is staying healthy and making the best of these crazy times. 
 
Think Sun! 
Matt Lillard 
General Manager 
 
 
Department Reports 
 
Administration 
The office staff continues to work from home as much as possible.  Our many online meetings are 
going well and we are getting a lot done.  Our Finance Manager is now back overseas for the 
summer.  After hopeful passage of the 20-21 budget we will start trying to model multiple scenarios 
and develop plans to tackle whatever comes at us.  The cooperative continues to be in a very strong 
financial position.  We are investigating changing the phone system at the mountain to a hosted 
system. This would include a long overdue rewiring of the base buildings.  We are also working 
through any issues associated with a move to the full gsuite.  Work continues on a new employee 
handbook with a planned completion by 9/1.  We will be losing power to the admin building from 6/23 
to 6/26.  The online store will be closed and all office staff with be working remotely. Finally, staff is 
trying to plan some time off for some quality R&R. 
 
The office is not open to walk in customers.  Please call 802-496-3551 ext. 110 or email 
ski@madriverglen.com for assistance.   
 
Base Box 
The Base Box is closed for the summer.  The renovation is going very well and on schedule.  We 
have decided now is the time to repaint the Base Box. We are going with a red, grey and white 
scheme that is both on brand and a nod to the historical colors of the base area.  This general 
scheme will eventually carry throughout the base area. As part of the project we are doing some 
minor trim/siding repairs as we find them.  The Base Box staff is doing all of the work.   
 
Marketing/Events 
Our main marketing focus is now on social media and keeping everyone informed on progress of this 
summer’s projects.  We have a new live cam that we can move around the area.  It has been a great 
addition so far and we are excited to see what it can do next winter.  We are working on updating the 



season guide, the website and other collateral for next season.  We are trying to determine which 
marketing channels will be most effective next season with all of the unknowns related to Covid-19.   
 
Mountain Operations 
Mountain Ops is working all around the mountain.  Part of the crew continues to work on the 
construction projects as needed.  The bulk of their duties should be over soon and then they will head 
up on the mountain.  Regular summer lift and vehicle maintenance is going well.  No issues to date. 
The start of our CIP projects is falling a little behind with some staff restrictions.  We are still hopeful 
we can accomplish everything we want to. 
 
Retail Shop 
The General Store has been incredibly busy.  The “social distancing” t-shirt is a huge success.  On 
the day of its release we had the largest online retail day in the stores history.  We are anxiously 
awaiting facemasks which should keep the orders coming in.   
 
Ski School 
The ski school is closed for the summer.  As guidance becomes clearer we will be figuring out what 
changes need to be made to safely operate next season.   
 
Race Program 
The race program is closed for the summer. 
 
Rental/Repair 
The shop is closed for the summer. 
 
Ski Patrol 
The new patrol/SS building is slightly ahead of schedule.  The project includes interior casework by 
owner and we plan to tackle this work late summer and fall. 
 
Cricket Club 
The Cricket Club is all closed up for the year.  The building is being used for storage for ski patrol, ski 
school and Basebox items.   
 
Naturalist Program 
The Naturalist Program is done for the year. We will be working to rejuvenate the program next year. 


